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Abstract Electric cars are a great opportunity for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions caused by trans-
portation. High-power chargers are required to charge
electric vehicles in a reasonable amount of time and
considerably increase the driving range. As these
high-power chargers currently need to be isolated
with respect to the grid, the LLC converter topology
emerged as a very good solution for implementing the
required isolated DC/DC converter stage. The analy-
sis and optimal design of this resonant converter stage
are a challenging task, as some models are oversim-
plified, resulting in major errors and a high amount
of processing time. This paper presents a novel ana-
lytical model for the LLC converter operating below
resonance, which allows accurate modeling of the
converter with minimal effort. In most cases, no
iterations are required, and a comparison to numeri-
cal results taken from time domain simulations shows
that the relative deviation of the proposedmodel stays
far below 1% for a wide range of operating conditions.

Keywords Resonant converter · LLC · Operation
below resonance · Analytical model · Electric vehicle
charger

Analytisches Modell zur Beschreibung von LLC-
Resonanzwandlern im unterresonanten Betrieb

Zusammenfassung Das durch Elektrofahrzeuge gege-
bene Potenzial zur Verringerung verkehrs- und trans-
portbedingter Treibhausgasemissionen ist immens.
Um die Langstreckenfähigkeit derartiger Verkehrsmit-
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tel zu verbessern, werden Hochleistungsladegeräte
benötigt. Letztere müssen gegenüber dem Netz
isoliert sein. Eine Wandler-Topologie, mit der es
möglich ist, das zu realisieren, und die sich nicht
zuletzt aufgrund ihrer hohen Effizienz als vielver-
sprechend herauskristallisiert hat, ist der LLC-Reso-
nanzwandler. Die Analyse sowie das optimale De-
sign dieses Resonanzwandlers sind oft aufwändig
und herausfordernd, da die beschreibenden Mo-
delle häufig zu stark vereinfacht sind. Dies führt
wiederrum zu großen Abweichungen und erfordert
einen mehrstufigen Optimierungsprozess, was zu
erheblichem Zeitaufwand im Designprozess führen
kann.
Diese Arbeit stellt einen neuartigen analytischen Mo-
dellansatz zur Beschreibung des LLC-Wandlers im un-
terresonanten Betrieb vor. Dies erlaubt eine Modellie-
rung des Wandlers mit minimalem Aufwand. In einem
weiten Betriebsbereich ist das Modell in der Lage, ei-
ne rein analytische Lösung ohne numerische Iteratio-
nen zu liefern. Ein Vergleich der Ergebnisse mit Zeit-
bereichssimulationen zeigt, dass die relative Abwei-
chung des vorgeschlagenen Modells für einen breiten
Bereich von Betriebspunkten weit unter 1% liegt.

Schlüsselwörter Resonanter Wandler · LLC ·
Unterresonanter Betrieb · Analytisches Modell ·
Ladegerät Elektrofahrzeug

1 Introduction

In recent years, high power chargers for electric vehi-
cles emerged and have become more and more im-
portant. Therefore, applicable converter structures
have been subject of research [2, 14, 18]. Beside the
price pressure, also the technical requirements for the
converter are demanding due to the high power le-
vel. Striving for smaller size and less weight, the re-
sulting power density and the thermal stress of the
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Fig. 1 Qualitative waveforms of the bridge voltage UB and
the resonant current obtained fromPLECS simulation software
(ir,PLECS) as well as from using the FHA method (ir,FHA)

components is tremendous [8], [3]. This can only be
handled by proper component selection and efficient
converter design. Among other topologies, the LLC
resonant converter [12] as shown in Fig. 2, emerged
to be an ideal solution, as it provides humongous ad-
vantages for the intended use, especially in operation
below resonance (OBR).

In order to find the optimal parameter set, an ac-
curate model for converter design is required. A very
well known approach is the so called First Harmonic
Approximation (FHA), where the resonant current is
approximated by using solely the fundamental wave.
More details of this simplified approach can be found
in [1, 5, 17].

Nonetheless, this model shows some severe draw-
backs as it is not usable for conduction loss calcula-
tion nor for direct converter design due to its inaccu-
racy, which is also addressed in [7]. To underpin that,
Fig. 1 qualitatively shows a simulated resonant cur-
rent waveform using PLECS simulation software and
the corresponding waveform obtained with the FHA
method in OBR operation mode.

However, it can still be used to investigate spe-
cific converter details, e.g to analyze the zero voltage
switching behavior [13].

Other approaches trying to address the drawbacks
of FHA, e.g. taking also higher harmonics into ac-
count, numerical approximations [6] or modified gain
models [11] reach far better results but are still an ap-
proximation, or rely on numerical models.

For converter cell optimization, an analytical model
is essential. Beside several time domain analysis ap-
proaches for optimal design, e.g. [9], [16], this pa-
per presents a novel analytical approach, where only
a very small number of iterations is necessary in order

Fig. 2 Basic structure of the LLC resonant converter

to describe the time dependent converter quantities in
steady state condition. Hence the calculations require
minimum effort. The solution presented in this pa-
per is restricted to the OBR, but can also be extended
to other operation modes, i.e. operation above reso-
nance (OAR). Also the load range has to be restricted
to obtain the certain operation behavior mapped in
this approach, but could be easily extended with the
models derived in this work.

In Sect. 2, the basic converter structure with its pos-
sible operation modes is discussed briefly. In Sect. 3,
the new analytical model for operation in OBR is de-
rived. The model results for different operating points
are compared to PLECS-Simulations and presented in
Sect. 4. A conclusion is finally given in Sect. 5.

2 Basic Converter Structure

The basic structure of the LLC resonant converter is
given in Fig. 2. The input stage is implemented using
a half bridge and the other leg of the transformer pri-
mary winding is connected to two capacitors Ch and
Cl respectively. Alternatively, also a full bridge can
be used. The duty cycle is set to 50% and the con-
verter output voltage can be controlled by changing
the switching frequency.

The resonant tank is given through the resonant ca-
pacitance Cr, a resonant inductance Lr and the mag-
netizing inductance Lm of the transformer. Depen-
dent on the operating condition and the converter
design, the resonant inductance Lr is (partly) imple-
mented by the stray inductance of the transformer.
Those quantities are decisive for the converter behav-
ior and must therefore be chosen properly. Character-
istic for operating the converter is the higher ratio be-
tween resonant and magnetizing inductance Lr

Lm
. The

ratio is addressed by constructive transformer design
measures, where an airgap is inserted into the trans-
former [15]. This leads to a sufficiently high increase
of the magnetizing current, providing the ability of
zero voltage switching of the bridge leg semiconduc-
tors also in OBR operating mode, which subsequently
contributes to an increase of total efficiency.

Isolation of the topology is achieved by the trans-

former with turns ratio N1
N2

.

The output stage on the secondary site of the trans-
former is built by a full bridge rectifier. The output ca-
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pacitance is assumed to be sufficiently high in order
to provide satisfactory ripple free output voltage.

Finally, the load is modelled by a resistance.
The fundamental operating modes can be classified

as follows:

� Resonant Operation (RO)
� Operation Above Resonance (OAR)
� Operation Below Resonance (OBR)

Of course those operating modes can be further sub-
divided considering other characteristic behaviors as
discussed in [10]. However, this is not needed in this
work.

Due to the structure of the LLC converter, one de-
sign dominating resonance frequency arises which is
given by

fr =
1

2π
�
Lr ·Cr

. (1)

For RO, the switching frequency of the converter is
equal to the resonance frequency. This operation
mode represents the boundary between OBR and
OAR. Accordingly, for OAR the switching frequency is
above the resonance frequency. The big advantage of
this operating mode is that zero voltage switching is
given for any operating point [4].

Finally, the switching frequency is smaller than the
resonance frequency for OBR. Zero voltage switching
is also achievable in this operating mode, but depen-
dents on the load condition as well as on the switch-
ing frequency [15]. If the operating point is designed
properly, ZVS is achieved with the additional side ef-
fect of a softer turn-off of the rectifier diodes [15], con-
tributing further to the total efficiency.

For the named reasons, operating mode OBR is se-
lected in this work as it leads to minimal losses.

Fig. 3 Bridge voltage UB, resonant current ir and magnetiz-
ing current im of the LLC resonant converter in OBR mode
for U = 416V, fS = 3kHz, Cr = 10μF, Lr = 0.1mH, Lm = 1mH,
Co = 3mF, Ro = 10Ω, N1

N2
= 1

In Fig. 2, the Bridge Voltage UB with amplitude U ,
the resonant current ir, as well as the magnetizing cur-
rent im are depicted. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding
voltage and current waveforms for a certain operat-
ing point in OBR. In a wide frequency range, this
is the characteristic behavior. One can see that the
steady state is characterized through half wave sym-
metry, which is valid for all quantities. On one hand
it implies that the converter can be fully described by
only knowing one half wave, on the other hand it can
be used to formulate helpful integral conditions which
will be discussed in the next chapter.

3 Analytical Model

In the following, a novel analytical model of the LLC
resonant converter in OBR mode is derived. Having
a closer look to the converter structure, it appears that
the transformer has to be considered accordingly. This
is achieved by taking the transformer turns ratio into
account, subsequently transforming the load repre-
sented through Ro,s as well as the output capacitor
Co,s to the primary side. In the following, Ro and Co

are considered to be the primary sided resistance and
capacitance. Furthermore, four energy storage ele-
ments appear. Setting up a differential equation in
time domain would therefore lead to a systemwith 4th
order, where also initial conditions need to be consid-
ered. Thus, it is way more convenient to switch to the
Laplace domain.

By subdividing the cycle into intervals strategically
in order to get rid of the non linearity caused by the
full bridge rectifier (a potential nonlinear behavior of
other circuit elements, e.g. due to magnetic satura-
tion is neglected), each interval shows an individual
characteristic which can be described through a linear
electrical network. Applying the Laplace Transform
therefore is straight forward.

Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 3, the switching cycle
is subdivided into four intervals given through I, II, III
and IV respectively:

� Interval I= {0≤ t ≤ tx}
For t ∈ I, the resonant current differs from the mag-
netizing current. Hence, power is transmitted from
the input to the output. The corresponding diodes
are conducting during this period and the bridge
rectifier can be neglected in this case. The cor-
responding equivalent model including the initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 4.

� Interval II= {tx ≤ t ≤ TS
2 }

During t ∈ II, the magnetizing current im is equal
to the resonant current ir. According to Kirchhoff’s
Current Law, the current through the transformer
is zero. Thus, the equivalent model decouples into
two parts given through the secondary output part
and the primary resonant input part. The corre-
sponding equivalent model with the initial condi-
tions considered is given in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 Equivalent model for the interval t ∈ I

� Interval III= { TS
2 ≤ t ≤ TS

2 + tx}
The case t ∈ III is similar to t ∈ I. However, the bridge
voltage changes sign compared to Interval I. There-
fore, the voltage arrowat the input has to be inverted
accordingly. Fig. 6 shows the resulting equivalent
circuit with the initial conditions included.

� Interval IV= { TS
2 + tx ≤ t ≤ TS}

The equivalent model with the initial conditions
valid for interval t ∈ IV represented in Fig. 7 is sim-
ilar to t ∈ II. Identical to interval III, the voltage
arrow is inverted according to the apparent input
voltage.

For the equivalent models given in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7, the
input voltageUE(s) is stated generally. As it is intended
here to operate the input bridge with duty cycle δ =
0.5, a symmetrical square wave signal with cycle time
TS is obtained. Thus

UB =
{
+U for 0≤ t < TS

2

−U for TS
2 ≤ t < TS

(2)

is valid here.
Subsequently, regarding to the intervals given in

Fig. 3, with L {1} = 1
s in mind the following can be

stated for all four time intervals

UE(s)=
U

s
. (3)

Please remind that the voltage polarity has been in-
verted for the intervals III and IV (see also Figs. 6
and 7).

3.1 Derivation of the model for interval I and III

For the model given in Fig. 4, Kirchhoff’s law provides:

Ir(s)= Im(s)+ Ic(s)+ Io(s) (4)
U

s
=UCr(s)+UCr0(s)+ULr (s)−ULr0(s)+ULm(s)−ULm0(s) (5)

ULm(s)=UCo(s)+UCo0(s)+ULm0(s) (6)

URo(s)=UCo(s)+UCo0(s) (7)

Please remind that for interval III, U has to be re-
placed by −U , and UCo0(s) by −UCo0(s) due to the in-
verted polarity (see also Figs. 4 and 6). Eqs. (4) to (7)
can be rewritten to

Fig. 5 Equivalent model for the interval t ∈ II

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
U
s − uCr0

s +Lr · ir0+Lm · im0

Lm · im0+ uCo0
s

uCo0
s

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦=A ·x (8)

with

A=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−1 1 1 1
1

s·Cr
+ s ·Lr s ·Lm 0 0

0 s ·Lm − 1
s·Co

0

0 0 − 1
s·Co

Ro

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (9)

the state vector

x=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ir(s)

Im(s)

Ic(s)

Io(s)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (10)

and the initial conditions ir0, im0, uCr0 and uCo0.
Solving (8) results in

Ir(s)=
(CrRo+CrLms+CLmRos2)U

D(s)

+ (CrLrRos+CrLmLrs2)ir0
D(s)

+ (CLmLrRos3)ir0
D(s)

+ (CrLmRos)im0

D(s)
− (CrRo+CrLms+CLmRos2)uCr0

D(s)

− (CLmRos2)uCo0

D(s)

(11)

Im(s)= (CrRo)U

D(s)
+ (CrLrRos)ir0

D(s)

+ (Lm+CoLmRos+CrLmRos)im0

D(s)

+ (CrLmLrs2+CLmLrRos3)im0

D(s)

− (CrRo)uCr0

D(s)
− (CoRo+CLrRos2)uCo0

D(s)

(12)

Ic(s)=
(CLmRos2)U

D(s)
+ (CLmLrRos3)ir0

D(s)

− (CoLmRos+CLmLrRos3)im0

D(s)
− (CLmRos2)uCr0

D(s)

− (CoRo+CoLms+CLmRos2)uCo0

D(s)

− (CLrRos2+CLmLrs3)uCo0

D(s)

(13)
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Fig. 6 Equivalent model for the interval t ∈ III

Io(s)= (CrLms)U

D(s)
+ (CrLmLrs2)ir0

D(s)

− (Lm+LmCrLrs2)im0

D(s)
− (CrLms)uCr0

D(s)

+ (LmCos+CLmLrs3)uCo0

D(s)

(14)

with C =CrCo and with the denominator D(s) given as

D(s)= (CrLrLmCoRo)s
4+ (CrLrLm)s3+ (LmCoRo

+CrLmRo+CrLrRo)s
2+ (Lm)s+ (Ro).

(15)

Please consider that these results take already into
account that the equivalent systems are excited with
a voltage step generated by the half bridge.

(15) can be rewritten to

D(s)=K · (s− s1)(s− s2)(s− s3)(s− s4) (16)

with K =CrLrLmCoRo and where si with i ∈ {1,2,3,4} are
the zeros of the polynomial

P (s)= s4+ CrLrLm

K
s3

+ LmCoRo+CrLmRo+CrLrRo

K
s2+ Lm

K
s+ Ro

K
,

(17)

whereas D(s)=K ·P (s) is valid.
Calculating the zeros of the 4th order polynomial

can be done by using methods of Ferrari and Car-
dano. Knowing the zeros allows a partial fractional
decomposition of the state quantities in Laplace do-
main. The derivation of the corresponding time
quantities is subsequently achieved with the Inverse
Laplace Transformation. Other quantities describing
the converter can simply be derived using algebraic
manipulations.

Determining the time domain functions is straight-
forward using the partial fraction decomposition:

N (s)

K ·P (s) =
A

(s− s1)
+ B

(s− s2)
+ C

(s− s3)
+ D

(s− s4)
, (18)

which is equivalent to

N (s)

K
= A(s− s2)(s− s3)(s− s4)

+B(s− s1)(s− s3)(s− s4)+C (s− s1)(s− s2)(s− s4)

+D(s− s1)(s− s2)(s− s3).

(19)

Fig. 7 Equivalent model for the interval t ∈ IV

The constants A - D are then given by

A= N(s1)
K (s1−s2)(s1−s3)(s1−s4)

B = N(s2)
K (s2−s1)(s2−s3)(s2−s4)

C = N(s3)
K (s3−s1)(s3−s2)(s3−s4)

D = N(s4)
K (s4−s1)(s4−s2)(s4−s3)

, (20)

where N (s) represents the numerator of the corre-
sponding quantity. Thus, the constants A,B ,C and D
for all four state quantities can be calculated directly.

For the latter one can subsequently write

ir = Ar ·es1t +Br ·es2t +Cr ·es3t +Dr ·es4t (21)
im = Am ·es1t +Bm ·es2t +Cm ·es3t +Dm ·es4t (22)
ic = Ac ·es1t +Bc ·es2 t +Cc ·es3 t +Dc ·es4t (23)
io = Ao ·es1t +Bo ·es2t +Co ·es3t +Do ·es4t . (24)

Applying the well known correspondence uL = L · diLdt
while using (21) and (22) allows to calculate the in-
ductor voltages

uLr = Lr(Ar · s1es1 ·t +Br · s2es2·t )
+Lr(Cr · s3es3·t +Dr · s4es4·t )

(25)

uLm = Lm(Am · s1es1·t +Bm · s2es2·t )
+Lm(Cm · s3es3·t +Dm · s4es4 ·t ).

(26)

The voltage across the output capacitor of the simpli-
fied model is equal to the voltage across the magne-
tizing inductor for the considered case. Thus,

uCo = uLm (27)

is valid.
Finally, the voltage across the resonant capacitor Cr

can be determined by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law

uCr =UB−uLr −uLm . (28)

3.2 Derivation of the model for interval II and IV

For the separated model given in Fig. 5,

UB

s
= Ir(s)

sCr
+ uCr0

s
+Ir(s)sLr−Lrir0+Ir(s)sLm−Lmir0 (29)

is valid.
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Please remind that for interval IV, U has to be re-
placed by −U due to the inverted polarity (see also
Figs. 5 and 7).

Solving for Ir(s) leads to

Ir(s)=
UBCr−CruCr0+ sir0(CrLr+CrLm)

1+ s2(CrLr+CrLm)
. (30)

Analog to the model valid for interval I and III, the
denominator is given by

Q(s)= 1+ s2(CrLr+CrLm), (31)

which can also be written as

Q(s)=M · (s− s5)(s− s6) (32)

with M =CrLr+CrLm, where si (i ∈ {5,6}) are the zeros
of the polynomial

R(s)= s2+ 1
M

(33)

with Q(s)=M ·R(s).
The two conjugate complex zeros are then given by

s5, s6 =± j�
CrLr+CrLm

. (34)

Following the same approach again,

T (s)

M ·R(s) =
E

(s− s5)
+ F

(s− s6)
(35)

which is equivalent to

T (s)

M
= E(s− s6)+F (s− s5) (36)

can be determined and allows to find the constants
with

E = T (s5)
M (s5−s6)

F = T (s6)
M (s6−s5)

, (37)

where T (s) is the numerator of the resonant current.
For the latter one finally finds

ir = E ·es5 ·t +F ·es6·t . (38)

In these two cases, the magnetizing current is equal
to the resonant current

im = ir = E ·es5·t +F ·es6·t . (39)

The voltages across the inductors can again be calcu-
lated by derivation of (39) which results in

uLr = Lr(E · s5es5·t +F · s6es6·t ) (40)

uLm = Lm(E · s5es5·t +F · s6es6·t ), (41)

finally yielding to

uCr =UB−uLr −uLm . (42)

The second part of the decoupled model is given by

Io(s)

sCo
+ Io(s)Ro−

uCo0

s
= 0 (43)

and the current Io(s) can be calculated to

Io(s)=
Co ·uCo0

1+ sCoRo
. (44)

Applying the Inverse Laplace Transformation on (44)
directly leads to

io(t)=
uCo0

Ro
·e− t

RoCo . (45)

The capacitor current is equal to the output current
with opposite sign in the considered time intervals,
i.e.

ic(t)=−io(t)=−uCo0

Ro
·e− t

RoCo , (46)

finally leading to

uCo = uCo0 ·e−
t

RoCo . (47)

3.3 Derivation of the Complete Solution

So, all quantities of the LLC resonant converter are
known as a function of time, the component values,
the bridge voltage UB, as well as the initial conditions
for each interval of the cycle.

For t ∈ I, the model given in Fig. 4 is valid. The
bridge voltage is UB =U and the currents through the
inductors, as well as the voltages across the capac-
itors at the end of I can be calculated by inserting
t = tx . Those expressions, which are a function of the
component values and the initial conditions at time
instant t = 0, can subsequently be inserted for the ini-
tial conditions of the separated model valid during
time interval II. Using the separated model given in
Fig. 5 allows to calculate the initial conditions for the
time interval III by inserting t = TS

2 − tx.
For interval III, again the full model given in Fig. 6

is used. However, the bridge voltage UB =−U changes
its sign. Accordingly, the polarity is inverted in Fig. 6
compared to Fig. 4. As the change of the voltage di-
rection would discharge the output capacitor Co in
the used models, the initial condition for the voltage
across the output capacitor Co must be reversed as
well. In order to compensate that, the sign of the ef-
fected quantities (output voltage uC0 and output cur-
rent io for the time intervals III and IV) has to be
changed in the end. With this model, the initial con-
ditions of interval IV can finally be determined.

At this point, the converter is fully described by the
component values and the initial conditions at time

K Analytical model for LLC resonant converters in operation below resonance 39
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instant t = 0, assuming thatUB is given. Unfortunately
this is not sufficient yet, as the initial conditions of the
steady state operating point are not known in advance.
Instead of doing several exhaustive iterations to derive
the initial conditions, a novel approach is presented
here.

As already mentioned, in steady state operation the
voltage and current waveforms show half wave sym-
metry, i.e. f (t)=− f (t− TS

2 ). The integral of each quan-
tity over the full switching cycle must hence be zero!
This relationship can be used advantageously to deter-
mine the initial conditions which provide the steady
state immediately.

To find a unique solution for the four initial condi-
tions, four equations are needed. Integrating the four
currents and setting them to zero will not provide the
solution, as the currents are linearly dependent on
each other. To avoid that limitation, the output volt-
age can be included as a fifth part.

Due to analogy, the integral is only stated for the
resonant current ir. Hence

ir,int =
∫tx

0
ir,I dτ+

∫ TS
2 −tx

0
ir,II dτ+

∫tx

0
ir,III dτ

+
∫ TS

2 −tx

0
ir,IV dτ

(48)

is calculated.
The integral is applied in the same manner for im,

ic, io and uCo .
The lower integration limit is zero for each interval,

as the related functions have been derived in a way so
that the time variable is zero at the beginning of the
corresponding interval.

For steady state condition,

ir,int
!= 0

im,int
!= 0

ic,int
!= 0

uCo,int
!=Ro · io,int

(49)

must be valid accordingly.
Solving (49) finally leads to the initial conditions ir0,

im0, uCr0 and uCo0, which provide steady state imme-
diately. The expressions are not stated here as they
are rather long. As a last step, the time tx must be
determined. The most obvious guess is tx = Tr

2 , where
Tr = 1

fr
. In a first step this is only a rough estima-

tion, but it turned out to be a good starting point for
an iterative process to find tx. The process converges
within a few iterations, providing a full description
of the converter in steady state condition for a dedi-
cated operating point. As one of the initial conditions
is the voltage across the output capacitor, one directly
receives the output voltage of the converter if the volt-
age-ripple is neglected.

To derive the correct value for tx , the relationship

ir(tx)
!= im(tx) (50)

can be used, which is equivalent to

f (tx)= ir(tx)− im(tx)
!= 0, (51)

as this must be valid at t = tx .
The analytical expressions of ir and im are known

and Newton’s Approximation Method can be applied
to calculate tx.

Hence

tx,n+1 = tx,n −
f (tx,n)

f ′(tx,n)
(52)

with the iteration variable n ∈ N0, using tx,0 = Tr
2 as

a start value just as aforementioned has to be imple-
mented, finally converging to the optimal value for tx
according to

tx,opt = tx,nmax (53)

with

|tx,nmax+1− tx,nmax | ≤ ε. (54)

Simulation results in the following section verify, that
this approach is describing the current and voltage
conditions with high accuracy for different operating
points. The models are used in a predefined order,
assuming that the resonant current differs from the
magnetizing current for 0 < t < tx and TS

2 < t < TS
2 + tx

and that the latter are the same for tx ≤ t ≤ TS
2 and

TS
2 + tx ≤ t ≤ TS as it is depicted in Fig. 3.

3.4 Model Summary

The calculation steps of the proposed analytical model
are summarized in Fig. 8. Before applying the model,
the full parameter set S = {UB, fS,Cr,Lr,Lm, N1

N2
,Co,s,Ro,s}

Fig. 8 Calculation of the proposed analytical model
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must be defined first. Subsequently, the zeros of
the polynomials P (s) and R(s) given in (17) and
(33) can be determined, leading to the parameters
AU ,BU ,CU ,DU ,E ,F with U = {r,m,c,o}, as stated in
(20) and (37) respectively.

With these parameters, the complete solution is
known as a function of the initial conditions ir0, im0,
uCr0 and uCo0, as well as of tx. The initial conditions
as a function of tx leading to steady state can be ob-
tained by solving (49). The time instant tx can be de-
termined easily by applying Newtons Approximation
Method (52)–(54).

Having tx,opt, all interval boundaries as well as the
initial conditions are set. The voltage and current
waveforms can be calculated by evaluating the time
functions of the corresponding intervals.

4 Simulation Results

To verify the proposed model, the operating points
listed in Table 1 are used. Calculated results using the
proposed model are compared to time domain sim-
ulation results, using PLECS simulation software as
shown in Table 2. At first the comparison is made re-
garding the RMS value of the resonant current, as it is
decisive for determining conduction losses. Secondly,
the average value of the output voltage is compared
to determine the accuracy of the proposed model. Fi-
nally, also the obtained RMS values of the resonant
current when applying the FHA method are listed in
Table 2 for comparative purposes.

Within the first three operating points, the switch-
ing frequency is varied. Due to parameter selection,
the characteristic resonance frequency is set to fr =
5.033kHz. Thus, the chosen switching frequencies
provide results for operation far below resonance (#
1), nearly RO (#2), as well as for an arbitrary operating
point in between (#3).

For the latter, the time domain voltages as well as
the time domain currents calculated with the pro-
posed model are given in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively.
The results obtained from the PLECS simulation are
not depicted as they are basically the same (see
Table 2). Both figures show the characteristic and ex-
pected waveforms for the intended operating mode.
Moreover, the output voltage is compared to the result
taken from time simulations using PLECS simulation

Table 2 Comparison of PLECS simulations with the proposed model and FHA
PLECS Simulation Proposed Analytical Model FHA

# ir,RMS uCo,AVG ir,RMS Δir,rel uCo,AVG ΔuCo,rel ir,RMS Δir,rel

1 75.57A 503.03V 75.59A 0.026% 503.01V −0.004% 54.62A −27.72%
2 48.67A 416.68V 48.77A 0.205% 416.66V −0.005% 47.77A −1.86%
3 56.54A 444.81V 56.56A 0.035% 444.82V 0.002% 50.63A −10.45%
4 113.77A 444.28V 113.81A 0.035% 444.28V 0.001% 92.79A −18.44%
5 6.74A 422.49V 6.64A −1.484% 422.46V −0.007% 6.17A −8.50%
6 75.53A 503.08V 75.63A 0.132% 503.03V −0.010% 54.68A −27.60%

Table 1 Operating points used to verify the novel analyt-
ical model
# Ro fS ε nmax

1 10Ω 3kHz 10−6 1

2 10Ω 5kHz 10−6 1

3 10Ω 4kHz 10−6 2

4 5Ω 4kHz 10−6 2

51 100Ω 15kHz 10−6 2

62 10Ω 30kHz 10−6 1

Parameter values: U = 416V, Cr = 10μF, Lr = 0.1mH, Lm = 1mH,
Co = 3mF;
1 Cr = 1μF;
2 Cr = 1μF, Lr = 10μH, Lm = 0.1mH

software, as shown in Fig. 11. It appears that the re-
sults fit almost perfectly. The same is valid for the
other operating points listed in Table 1. The relative
deviations can be withdrawn fromTable 2 and validate
the proposed models ability to determine the output
voltage which has to be expected.

For operating point # 2, a comparison of the res-
onant currents is given in Fig. 12. As the switching
frequency is very close to the resonance frequency
in this case, it almost looks like RO operation mode.
However, the relative deviation is negligible as it is
also valid for other operating points given in Table 1.
Thus, the models applicability over the whole fre-
quency range in OBR operation mode is verified.

For operating point #4, the frequency is kept un-
changed compared to operating point # 3, but the load
is increased. The resonant current ir is now higher,
while the output voltage is nearly unchanged, which is
a characteristic behavior of the considered converter.
Also the precision of the model is not afflicted by the
load change.

For operating point # 5, the switching frequency
fS has been increased to 15kHz. While the relative
deviation for the RMS value of the resonant current
(Δir,rel) is below approximately 0.2% for other oper-
ating points addressed in this paper, it is about 1.5%
here. This seemingly significant error increase, how-
ever, is just due to the comparably small resonant cur-
rent. When comparing the absolute deviation, which
accumulates to Δir,abs = 100mA here, the discrepancy
is within the same range as for other operating points
considered (e.g. # 2).
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Fig. 9 Bridge voltage (UB) and calculated voltage across the
resonant inductor (uLr ), resonant capacitor (uCr ), magnetizing
inductor (uLm ) for operating point # 3

Fig. 10 Bridge voltage (UB) and calculated resonant current
(ir), magnetizing current (im), and current through the output
capacitor (ic) for operating point # 3

For operating point # 6, the switching frequency fi-
nally has been increased even further to about fS =
30kHz, allowing to verify that the model performs
properly even at higher switching frequencies.

Having a closer look into Table 1, it appears that the
number of required iterations nmax is very small. For
some operating points it is even one, which allows it to
interpret those solutions as exclusively analytic ones
without a single required iteration.

Fig. 11 Output voltage comparison between the model cal-
culation (uCo,MODEL) and the PLECS simulation (uCo,PLECS) for
operating point # 3

Fig. 12 Bridge voltage (UB) and resonant current comparison
between model (ir,MODEL) and PLECS simulation (ir,PLECS) for
operating point # 2

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a strategy for describing the behavior
of the ideal LLC resonant converter in OBR operating
mode has been introduced. Promising simulation re-
sults show, that the converter quantities are depicted
quite accurate, which in turn directly allows to use
this strategy for converter cell design. This is possible,
as the suggested strategy unlike the aforementioned
FHA, is able to compute the output voltage sufficiently
accurate. Also, it has been shown that a very small
number of iteration steps is needed to obtain these
solutions. Hence the time consumption can be kept
at a low level, which is desirable if huge parameter
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sets have to be considered during optimization in or-
der to find the optimum. Please keep in mind that
the converter is still considered to be ideal and the
operating range is restricted here. However, the pro-
posed method can be easily augmented to RO operat-
ing mode, as well as OAR operating mode if needed.
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